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Simulate mobile games and apps in your computer with Droid4x.The Android system can be better associated as a mobile operating system for phones and tablets. But now has reached new heights that you can use it in your computer thanks to Droid4x. This software is a simulator for the Android system that transforms your PC into a virtual Android
handset with individual configuration settings and performance. In short, you can now use, run and play Android apps and games at your computer. The Android configuration works well compared to your PC's performance, is multi-touch supported and more. Most Android apps and games are 99% compatible and available. From mobile to your simulated
PC without any changes in performance and graphics is Droid4x. Check out Tom's Guide for more information about Windows and Windows Apps.Also check out the Windows forums. Download (Image Credit: Tom's Guide) When you want to listen to music, Spotify is a great choice, whether you're taking advantage of the free offer or paying for a
subscription. But are you sure you've downloaded all the versions of Spotify you need? Spotify is available as a mobile app, of course, so your favorite music and podcasts follow you wherever you go. But there is also the version of Spotify that you can download for your desktop so that the music doesn't have to stop when you're back home. Best Music
AppsSpotify Free vs Premium: Which version should you get? Here's a quick guide to how you can download Spotify for iPhone, Android or any desktop platform you use. We'll also help you find out if you need the premium subscription or if Spotify is offering you enough. Where to download SpotifyChances are, you'll want Spotify on your smartphone,
because having the app installed on mobile devices means you can stream music from anywhere. (Just make sure you have an unlimited data plan or manage your data allocation wisely in your cell phone plan.) To find Spotify for iPhone or Android, just go to the appropriate mobile app store. Spotify for Android: Google PlaySpotify for iOS and iPhone: iOS
App StoreBut what if you use a laptop or a PC? You can still use Spotify's browser-based version, but downloading an app designed for that platform can provide a smoother experience. Spotify has a download page where you will find versions of the music streaming app for macOS (including OS X 10.5), Windows, and Chromebook.Spotify lets you stream
music from a library of more than 40 million songs. In recent years, Spotify has also built its podcast library and it offers audiobooks as well. If you don't mind ads, you can use the free version of Spotify, as long as you have an online connection. If you want to access Spotify while offline — in other words, if you want to download your playlists — you'll have
to pay a subscription of $9.99 per month. There are other reasons to subscribe to Spotify Premium. Artists can now retain new versions for two free-level. Premium subscribers also benefit from unlimited jumps. Spotify has added lyrics to the mobile and desktop versions of its app, thanks to the Musicxmatch service. And Spotify is constantly looking for a way
to challenge rival music streaming services like Apple Music, which is also available for $9.99 a month. Discover a brand new operating system for your Windows with PrimeOS.PrimeOS is a free desktop operating system that has many features that gives you a new desktop experience and gives you access to Android apps. This new operating system is like
a fusion of the two PCs an Android and gives you the best of both worlds. It has a regular taskbar, resizable application windows, multi-window mode for applications, a start menu-type app launcher, settings, a notification panel, etc. Developers have designed and combined the experience and capabilities of the PC and Android into a single operating system
giving you performance advantages over emulators. Download PrimeOS and discover the fusion of Android and PC. You can go to Tom's Guide for more free Windows apps and for the latest news on Windows.And if you have any technology issues, please stop at Tom's Guide Forums. Download Page 2 Discover a brand new operating system for your
Windows with PrimeOS.PrimeOS is a free operating system for the desktop that has many features that gives you a new desktop experience and gives you access to Android apps. This new operating system is like a fusion of the two PCs an Android and gives you the best of both worlds. It has a regular taskbar, resizable application windows, multi-window
mode for applications, a start menu-type app launcher, settings, a notification panel, etc. Developers have designed and combined the experience and capabilities of the PC and Android into a single operating system giving you performance advantages over emulators. Download PrimeOS and discover the fusion of Android and PC. You can go to Tom's
Guide for more free Windows apps and for the latest news on Windows.And if you have any technology issues, please stop at Tom's Guide Forums. Download Source: Hayato Huseman / Android Central One of Spotify's best features for Premium members is the ability to record local copies of albums and playlists for offline playback. It's a great way to
reduce your monthly data usage, and of course, it allows you to listen to your favorite songs without a data connection, which is useful for frequent flyers. Unfortunately, Spotify doesn't immediately make it obvious how to find your locally stored music, so we're here to help. Products used in this guide How to find your downloaded music Download music for
offline playback is easy; all you have to do is press the Download button at the top of any album or playlist. Finding is the hardest part, since the default layouts just display your music offline interspersed between the rest of your Spotify library. The simple fix is to use filters to sort your library only for downloads. Open Spotify. Under the Your Library tab, open
an album or playlist for which you want to save offline connection At the top of the track list, switch the switch next to Download. Source: Hayato Huseman/Android Central Exit back to the main playlists or Albums view, then scroll down to reveal the search and filtering tools. Press Filters. Under Filter, tap Downloads. There you go! From now on, your
Playlists and/or Albums display will only show the tracks you've saved for offline playback. You can use different filters in each view to make a more streamlined process, i.e. set up albums to view only downloads, but leaving artists unfiltered so you can still find the rest of your library just as easily. Play with the layout that suits you best, and don't forget to set
your music to download in high quality if you have storage space for it! Products used in this guide The best software and stereo speakers from Google The Pixel 4 has loudspeakers with great sound, using both its earpiece and lower shooting speaker to get a stereo effect. It doesn't have a headphone jack, but it works fine with bluetooth or usb-C
headphones. Free streaming unlimited songs and podcasts and ad-free podcasts You can access Spotify's massive music and podcast library for free, but a Premium subscription lets you download music for offline playback. It also lets you listen to no ads, and skip as many tracks as you like. iTunes for Windows has a big job tailored for it. In the era of
SaaS, the idea of downloading a music app is a bit quaint, as well as the fact that, as one of Apple's most famous pieces of software, iTunes is not an immediate slam-dunk for many Windows users. Apple's geriatric media reader is looking pretty keenThat says, it's actually a pretty impressive app. For starters, it offers you a multitude of multimedia options.
Of course, you'll get old favorites like music and video, but iTunes also offers you access to podcasts, TV programs, radio, App Store items, and audiobooks, all from the same interface.iTunes is designed to work better when you're connected to an Apple account. Once you're in, you can access your local iTunes libraries, wherever they are - on another
computer, iPhone, etc. This is a gateway into the Apple ecosystem and the way many Windows users set things up in order to have at least one toe in the Appleverse. If you are a Windows user who also uses an iPhone (!), iTunes is the main way you will handle the Windows/Apple debate aside, iTunes is a great app for those who love meaningful
customization and entry into the way their media plays. For many, all the options offered by iTunes are simply useless, but there will be a few who do, in fact, want to control everything from a central hub or exercise huge control over playlists or streaming options. Visually, the app is elegant and easy to navigate and features a nice mini-reader that lets you
close the main window when you play your music. You'll find it easy and intuitive to switch from music to movies and podcasts to the iTunes Store, and and you do, you'll find another pro - the massive selection you'll find there. In fact, this selection can be overwhelming and some people consider it a scam, but if you want variety, there is almost nothing
better. When it comes to user support, you shouldn't have a problem. Apple support is famously strong and your position as a user is enhanced if you actually buy media from the iTunes Store. If you hope to solve your problems alone, you will find 18 years of help waiting for you onlineWhere can you run this program? This version of iTunes is designed to be
downloaded from Windows. You can also get a version of iTunes from the Windows Store. On the iTunes homepage, you'll find versions for Mac, tablet and mobile. Is there a better alternative? There are many alternatives for iTunes, but whether or not they appeal to you depends a lot on how much you like to listen to your media. VLC provides another
classic media player for Windows, but doesn't have off-road audiobooks, podcasts, store and more iTunes. Spotify is much closer in terms of media variety, but, of course, does not support video and offers much less customization. In short, you will be guided by the amount of control you want, the variety of media you want to expect at hand, and whether or
not you want a quick path in the Appleverse. If you want all three, then iTunes is in a class at all its own.iTunes is much improved, but still only of serious interest to people with non-standard use cases. Should you download it? Yes, it's a very good app, but only if you like to buy your media, if you have a lot of media on your computer, or you really like
iTunes. For everyone, it's not really necessary. Necessary.
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